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Company: HRK S.A.

Location: Poland

Category: other-general

HRK is one of the biggest and most experienced Polish consulting organizations in the area

of human resources management. We provide our clients with solutions needed at each

stage of the employee life cycle in the organization - from recruitment and employer

branding, through employee performance evaluation and development, payroll and human

resources management to outplacement. We have been on the market since 2000 and we act

by means of teams dedicated to manage particular market areas and sectors as well as

regional branches.

We are seeking a talented and highly skilled 3D Graphic Designer to join creative team

and bring our interior design concepts to life through realistic 3D visualizations. This is an

exciting opportunity to collaborate with designers and contribute to high-profile projects.

If you are a passionate 3D Graphic Designer with a keen eye for detail and a drive to

create stunningly realistic interior visualizations, we invite you to apply.

3D Graphic Designer

Miejsce pracy: Warszawa

Responsibilities: 

Utilize industry-leading 3D modeling and rendering software to create realistic and visually

compelling interior visualizations based on provided design concepts and specifications.

Work closely with project stakeholders to understand design intent and translate it into visually

stunning 3D representations. Provide artistic input and creative suggestions to enhance the

visual impact and realism of the 3D visualizations.
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Continuously refine and improve 3D assets to maintain high-quality standards and stay

updated with the latest trends and technologies in the field.

Manage multiple visualization projects simultaneously, ensuring timely delivery while

maintaining a strong attention to detail and quality.

Collaborate effectively with cross-functional teams to meet project milestones and deadlines.

Conduct quality checks on all deliverables to ensure accuracy, consistency, and adherence to

project specifications and design guidelines.

Requirements: 

Preferable bachelor's degree or equivalent in Graphic Design, Interior Design,

Architecture, or a related field.

Minimum 3 years of experience working as 3D Designer specialized on realistic interior

visualizations and product/packaging models.

Proficiency in 3D modeling and rendering software such as Autodesk 3ds Max, V-Ray, Corona

Renderer, Blender + Cycles or similar tools.

Portfolio: A diverse and impressive portfolio showcasing previous 3D interior visualization

projects with a focus on realism and attention to detail.

English proficiency ? C1

Communication Skills: Excellent verbal and written communication skills to effectively

collaborate with team members, clients, and stakeholders.

Creativity and Adaptability: Demonstrated ability to think creatively, problem-solve, and

adapt to evolving design requirements and project constraints.

Ability to managing multiple projects and meeting deadlines in a fast-paced environment.
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